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Historian Sir Anthony Seldon, has hit back at the 'disgraceful' claim that Winston Churchill was no better than Adolf Hitler at the Daily Mail's Chalke Valley History Festival outside Salisbury.
Comparing Sir Winston Churchill to Adolf Hitler is a 'disgrace', says top historian Sir Anthony Seldon after Left-wing activists claim the wartime leader was a racist
But what happened to the bodies of Adolf Hitler and Ava Braun? For several years this remained a source of speculation. Some went on to suggest that Hitler had managed to escape and sought asylum in ...
What happened to Hitler’s body after he died?
British Corporal Horace Whitney 'liberated' a range of souvenirs from Hitler's personal train, including the Nazi dictator's cream jug and a booklet of his musical preferences at the end of World War ...
Rare items salvaged from Adolf Hitler's train by a British officer including cream jug and small booklet listing the Fuhrer's favourite music emerges for sale
A HISTORY teacher who named his son Adolf has been forced to cover up a huge swastika in his swimming pool after it was spotted by shocked cops in Brazil. Wandercy Pugliesi’s passion for ...
Nazi-loving teacher who named son Adolf forced to cover up massive swastika in his pool after cops spot it in chopper
Minneapolis City Councilman Andrew Johnson is backing the renaming of a street named after a former city leader who embraced some of the beliefs of Adolf Hitler.

A petition drive has already gathered ...

Minneapolis May Rename Street Whose Namesake Supports Hitler’s Beliefs
Some 30 German soldiers are being recalled from service in Lithuania, with ringleaders facing immediate dismissal, after they were accused of making racist and anti-Semitic remarks and of sexual ...
German soldiers dismissed over Adolf Hitler birthday song
On Saturday, the day before the war, we met with friends in the park,” Red Army engineer Col. Il’ya Grigoryevich Starinov noted years later. “Orchestras and brass bands played, people danced, and we ...
Hitler's 'War of Annihilation' Caught Stalin by Surprise
Eight decades ago, on the same day Germany invaded the Soviet Union, the Times published an essay by Hitler himself. Titled “The art of propaganda,” the piece is excerpted from Hitler’s autobiography, ...
Reading Hitler 80 years after he was published in the New York Times
The Nazi carrier suffered from a wide variety of problems. Here's What You Need to Know : Berlin may have dreamed of being a naval airpower, but it never happened. From the first days of his ascension ...
Meet Hitler's Graf Zeppelin: Nazi Germany's Only Aircraft Carrier
Perhaps the most pivotal moment in the Second World War took place on June 22, 1941 when Nazi Germany launched its invasion of the Soviet Union – shocking the world and striking fear into Joseph ...
Hitler’s ‘war of annihilation’: Operation Barbarossa, 80 years on
The criminal case was brought against the loader for insulting Lukashenka and representatives of the authorities.
Homiel resident wished death to Adolf Hitler on Internet, police reacted
The Alliance for Social Equity and Public Accountability (ASEPA) has applauded former Deputy Attorney-General, Dr.
We're happy for not bowing to Justice Anin Yeboah and his Adolf Hitler egoistic judiciary — ASEPA to Dominic Ayine
Before dawn on June 22, 1941, Nazi Germany launched the largest invasion in the history of warfare and a battle that may have cost it the war.
80 years ago, Hitler picked a fight that may have cost him World War II
Adolf Hitler is seen as the primary agent of terror in World War II. “Stalin’s War” explains why his crimes were dwarfed by those of Joseph Stalin.
Worse than Hitler: How Stalin orchestrated World War II
June 22 marks the eightieth anniversary of Hitler’s invasion of the Soviet Union. The assault was largely influenced by economic considerations.
Why Hitler Wanted to Conquer New ‘Lebensraum in the East’
German soldiers are facing dismissal from their post in Lithuania after being accused of singing a birthday song to Adolf Hitler and making antisemitic remarks, ...
German soldiers facing dismissal over drunken birthday song for Hitler
ILLUSTRATIVE] Soldiers of Germany’s Special Forces Commando (KSK) take part in an exercise near Putgarten, Germany September 28, 2015. REUTERS/Hannibal ...
German Army Chiefs Tried to Cover Up Scandal of Hitler Songs, Antisemitic Chants at Soldiers’ Party in Lithuanian Hotel, Newspaper Claims
Prodded by a petition drive, Minneapolis may rename a street that memorializes a former council member best known for championing eugenics and Adolf Hitler. The petition to rename Dight Avenue has ...
Minneapolis poised to rename street whose namesake supported eugenics and Hitler
During Germany's Covid-19 lockdown, Rabbi Zsolt Balla earned a devoted online following, live-streaming prayer services on Facebook.
This rabbi is joining the German army, 90 years after Hitler expelled Jewish soldiers
Some 30 German soldiers are being recalled from service in Lithuania, with ringleaders facing immediate dismissal, after they were accused of making racist and anti-Semitic remarks and of sexual ...
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